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Introduction

23
In this paper we explore the syntax of different types of topics in subordinate clauses and the reasons why topic fronting 24 is a root phenomenon in languages like English, whereas it is not in languages like Spanish and Japanese. It is generally 25 assumed that English topic fronting exhibits root effects and hence it is available only in those clauses which have root c. *The fact that each part John examined carefully is well-known. identified involve some kind of emphasis (e.g., Negative Preposing, VP-preposing), so that these transformations 76 naturally occur in clauses that contain the meaning of assertion. They point out that this predicts the possibility of RTs in 77 environments outside of Emonds' original conception of 'root':
79
We saw that each part he examined carefully. (H&T (125))
80
The V see does not take a 'reported S' as a complement, hence the complement of this predicate fits neither the original 81 conception of 'root' nor the later idea of RIDE. Thompson's will be quite helpful in understanding the syntax of some types of topic preposing as RTs.
87
In a recent series of works, Haegeman (e.g. 2006b Haegeman (e.g. , 2010 Haegeman (e.g. , 2012 ) and Haegeman and Ürögdi (2010) adopt a syntactic 88 approach to RTs, much like Emonds, but they set aside any notion of ''indirect quote'' as the domain in which RTs are 89 allowed. Instead, they focus on contexts in which RTs do not apply and argue that these are environments in which some 90 operator movement to CP takes place independent of a RT (the operator analysis is traced back to Aboh, 2005 1986 for relevant discussion).
96
Given that the semantic approach of Hooper and Thompson/Bianchi and Frascarelli and the syntactic approach by 97 Haegeman often make similar predictions, it is not always easy to empirically tease apart the two approaches. We will 98 present data and an analysis that clearly favor the syntactic approach, one that also overcomes difficulties that arise with 99 Emonds' (2004) ''RIDE'' approach once we expand the data beyond English and German (see the relevant German data 100 in Emonds, 2004:84) . It is important to bear in mind that the syntactic approach we will support is informed by the work 101 based on semantics and pragmatics. We intend to show that the variation in the syntactic properties we observe across 102 languages is consistent with the semantic properties of RTs/non-RTs noted in the literature. In pursuing this goal, we offer 103 an analysis of different types of topic fronting as RTs/Non-RTs, which is ultimately derived from the inheritance of 104 discourse-based features. 
Feature inheritance and discourse
106
Relevant to our analysis is the notion of agreement as it is proposed by Chomsky (2007 Chomsky ( , 2008 ). This mechanism is 107 responsible for establishing a relation between a probe and a goal in such a way that grammatical features are valued. As The representation in (7) sketches the feature-inheritance mechanism, indicated by the arrow. C enters the derivation 115 with uninterpretable and unvalued agreement and discourse features, which render C an active probe. In languages such
116
as English the w-features are lowered onto T, but d-features are kept in C. These d-features are valued with those in the DP 117 goal thereby undergoing movement to Spec,CP. The w-features which have been inherited by T will be valued with those 118 of the subject. This is illustrated in (9), which is the partial derivation that can be proposed for (1a), repeated here as (8) --
119
we use the Greek letters w for agreement features and d for discourse features:
121
Each part John examined very carefully. (Emonds, 1970 Haegeman and Ürögdi (2010) and Haegeman (2012) propose a feature-based analysis of intervention in which CLLD is 220 compatible with operator movement as long as the CLLD-ed constituent is generated via merge. We will assume a different 221 approach to CLLD in Spanish (as opposed to other Romance languages), based on movement and feature inheritance 222 (section 4). To our knowledge, the RT/non-RT character of Spanish CLLD has never been addressed before. We agree with 223 Cinque (1990) that (at least some types of) CLLD is not an RT, but suggest a syntactic analysis in which the non-RT
224
properties of CLLD is correlated with feature inheritance and the different syntactic position targeted by preposed topics. Á.L. Jiménez-Fernández, S. Miyagawa / Lingua xxx (2014) xxx--xxx 6 + Models LINGUA 2176 1--27
Please cite this article in press as: Jiménez-Fernández, Á.L., Miyagawa, S., A feature-inheritance approach to root phenomena and parametric variation. Lingua (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.lingua.2014.04.008 6 It should be noted that true RTs such as Negative Preposing are also available in Spanish in those contexts where they are forbidden in English:
(i) *The fact that never had he had to borrow money is well-known.
(ii) El hecho de que nunca haya tenido que pedir dinero es bien conocido. the fact of that never have-PRES-SUBJ.3SG had that to.ask money be-PRES.3SG well-known 'The fact that he has never had to borrow money is well-known.'
Although our analysis focuses on topic fronting, examples such as (ii) should also be taken to support the view that the syntactic environments which block RTs show variation across languages.
7 Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1970) established a distinction between factive and non-factive predicates in terms of how we present the truth of the selected subordinate clause. For these authors, factive predicates presuppose the truth of their clausal complement, whereas non-factive predicates simply assert it. One of the problems for Hooper and Thompson's classification is that though Class C predicates are included within non-factives they express neither an assertion nor a presupposition. Following Kalluli (2006) , non-factive predicates can trigger factivity, as shown by Class B predicates:
Can you believe that John left? *In fact, he didn't. (ii) I can believe that John left (*but in fact he didn't).
On the other hand, Class E predicates are not always presupposed, so their complement can convey an assertion. This is why they are called 'semi-factives'. In our analysis, we follow H&T's classification, but focuses on the dichotomy 'asserted/non-asserted propositions'. As we will see, only asserted propositions are compatible with real RTs. The reason is the presence of an event operator in non-asserted propositions.
H&T's classification has been extended by Meinunger (2004) to cover a more fine-grained set of predicates such as emotive, volitional and negative predicates, which resist main clause word order in languages such as German. This author sets a correlation between mood, factivity, subordination and RTs. See also Gärtner (2002) , Krifka (2011) occurs high in the structure, in a 'root' position, which we take to be Spec,CP for topics (Miyagawa, 2012a) . This is contexts (see section 3 for details).
306
In contrast to -wa topicalization, a local form of scrambling used for topicalization is not constrained by the assertion/ ) specifically points out that the -wa topic can only occur in ''statement-making contexts,'' which we can interpret to mean something like 'root' contexts (see Heycock, 2008 for further comment on this point as well as an extensive discussion of the literature; we also refer to Saito, 2012 for similar observations). 11 Saito (2010) observes that the complementizer no, which has a similar distribution, though not identical, to koto, is not always factive as Kuno (1973) argued. A point worth making here is that even in those cases that Saito cites as not being factive, the no-headed complement does not involve assertion in any way, as predicted from Hooper and Thompson's (1973) work. There is another form of topicalization, commonly labeled ''contrastive topic'' (Kuno, 1973), which, like scrambling 317 topicalization, does not show any root effects. Thus, the contrastive topic version of (23) above is grammatical. Note that 318 contrastive topics involve the particle -wa, but unlike the destressed ''root'' topic, contrastive topic with -wa receives 319 prominent stress (Kuno, 1973 'John regrets that this book (but not some other book), his child read.'
324
As we have observed, there are three types of topics in Japanese, and while one is subject to the typical root effect (the 325 ''regular'' topic with -wa), the other two, topicalization via scrambling and contrastive topic with -wa, are not contingent 326 upon any root environment.
327
To conclude this section, it should be clear that Spanish CLLD and Japanese scrambling and contrastive topic are not 328 true RTs. We have seen that topicalization can occur in Spanish and Japanese across all kinds of 'root' and 'non-root' clauses,
331
however those are defined. Similar to Japanese, we will show that these instances of topicalization that are not dependent 332 on the root context are limited to certain types of topicalization in Spanish. suggest that it may be interpreted as glad to say, hence a non-factive (asserted) predicate. This leaves (27) (conceal), 370 which does appear to typically take a presupposed complement. However, this predicate is reminiscent of Class E, which 371 is composed of 'semi-factive' predicates that often take a factive complement, but there are exceptions (realize, learn, 372 know, etc.), which makes it possible for RTs to apply in their complements. In other words, it seems that some factive 373 predicates can have properties which are typical of asserted contexts, and it is in these situations that English 374 topicalization is permitted.
375
If we use Hooper and Thompson's Class C and D predicates straightforwardly, we can see that contrastive topic, and 376 for that matter, regular topicalization, are not allowed. The position of C-topics and G-topics depend on the type of language.
393
In English, all types of topics occur in 'root' contexts of some kind, but we saw that in Japanese, while the regular -wa topic 394 described in section 2.2 (see example 23), which we assume to be an A-topic, occurs in root contexts, the other types 395 (contrastive -wa topics and scrambled topics) apparently do not, as indicated by the fact that they do not enter into 396 competition with operator movement to Spec,CP.
14 As shown below, Spanish also exhibits a similar insensitivity to root- John says that every item on the menu, the guests should enjoy because the chef is the best in town.
460
We will therefore assume that our extension of Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010) in which A-topics must occur in root contexts 461 but C-topics and G-topics vary depending on the type of language wholly applies to English: A-topics, as well as C-and The embedded CP in both sentences is non-factive, so there is no operator moving to the edge of CP. As a consequence, Please cite this article in press as: Jiménez-Fernández, Á.L., Miyagawa, S., A feature-inheritance approach to root phenomena and parametric variation. Lingua (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.lingua.2014.04.008 17 We are assuming that there can only be one A-topic per clause. Because A-topics are limited to the root environment regardless of the type of language, an A-topic is blocked from occurring if there is operator movement to the same position (Spec,CP). As a reviewer notes, however, Kuroda (1988) suggests that there can be multiple occurrence of what we term A-topic in Japanese (see also Saito, 2012) . The key observation from Kuroda for us is that this double-topic construction is only allowed under movement: in (i), the PP (Tel Aviv-e-wa) has moved across the other A-topic, Hanako-wa. In the non-moved order (Hanako-wa Tel Avivi-e-wa. . .), only the first -wa phrase counts as A-topic, with the second only interpretable as contrastive. Although we are not certain why movement allows the double-topic construction, the fact of the matter is that there must be an A-topic to begin with (Hanako-wa), and another that moves across it. In our analysis, this first A-topic would be blocked by an operator movement. Hence, the double topic construction need not be considered as a counterexample to our analysis. This recalls the proposal by den Besten (1977 Besten ( /1983 19 In Haegeman's (2006b, 2010) approach, the movements are not limited to just Spec,CP. Adopting the cartographic approach, she assumes that multiple movement to the left periphery is possible and can target distinct positions as long as the constituent that moves higher is featurally richer than that which remains lower in the Left Periphery. We will assume a simpler picture of Spec,CP as the landing site for both operator movement and RTs. However, we are not against cartography and believe that minimalism and cartography may be perfectly compatible within the same theoretical system. We leave this compatibility as an open issue for further research. The idea of ''intervention'' is not the same as the typical intervention cases in the minimalist literature. In particular, operators and topics do not share the same feature, so one would not intervene in the other's operation as far as features are concerned. We interpret Haegeman's approach more like the doubly filled COMP filter, in which two or more items compete for the same slot, Spec,CP. The items may be different, as is the case of the traditional doubly filled COMP that prohibits both a wh-phrase and that from occurring in COMP. 18 We have recreated the structure as given by Haegeman and Ürögdi (2010) . The FP projection would potentially get in the way of C searching down to the TP domain. From that perspective, we may wish to do away with the FP projection. Note incidentally, that later work by Haegeman (2012:270) suggests that factive operators generate in an Irrealis Phrase. We leave this as an open question.
Topics in Japanese and discourse-feature inheritance
528
As stated in section 1.2, to account for the fact that in certain languages discourse-triggered phenomena such as 529 topicalization may take place within TP, Miyagawa (2010) makes a typological classification of languages depending on 530 the kind of grammatical features inherited by T. Languages can be grouped into two types: agreement-based languages 531 and discourse-configurational languages. In his work, based on this classification, Miyagawa explores two types of 532 languages, those in which the agreement feature is inherited by T (English, for example) and those in which the discourse 533 feature is inherited by T (Japanese, for example).
534
When a discourse feature is inherited by T, it triggers movement of the probed category to Spec,TP, just as agreement 535 triggers movement to Spec,TP in agreement-based languages (Miyagawa, 2010).
536
Based on this typology, the Haegeman-style intervention effect that operator movement to Spec,CP triggers in factive 537 clauses should not be displayed in topicalization scrambling (G-topic) because this scrambling is to TP and does not 538 compete with the operator that has moved to Spec,CP. We saw this in (24) Japanese as arising from the typological difference of agreement-based vs. discourse configurational languages.
550
Contrastive topic with -wa is also insensitive to the root/non-root distinction. The following is the contrastive topic 551 version of (48) above:
553
Taroo-ga [sigoto-WA Hanako-ga yamer-u koto]-o hiteisita.
554
Taro-NOM [job-CONT.TOPIC Hanako-NOM quit -PRES C FACT -ACC denied
555
'Taro denied that Hanako will quit her job.' (Class C) 556 Saito (1985) has shown that contrastive topic movement is within TP (see also Hoji, 1985) , hence this type of topic is 557 consistent with the idea that in Japanese, the discourse feature of C-topic may be inherited by T.
20,21
558
In section 3, we extended Bianchi and Frascarelli's (2010) topic typology as follows: In (a) the reciprocal is not bound by its antecendent 'Taro and Hanako', and therefore the example is ungrammatical. In (b), the antecedent has been moved to the head of the sentence and is able to bind the reciprocal. The point here is that this movement of the antecedent must be Amovement, hence within the TP projection. Yet, the subject that contains the reciprocal has the topic marker -wa. Unlike the anonymous reviewer, who claims to interpret this as A-topic, we believe that the most natural interpretation is that of a contrastive topic. Thus, in its default pronunciation, the -wa phrase would receive stress, indicating that it is a C-topic, and hence compatible with verbs such as 'criticize'.
Based on what we have observed, we can state the following:
(51)
564
Topics and language typology: 565 (i) The topic feature for A-topics must remain at C regardless of the language type;
566
(ii) The topic feature associated with C-and G-topics may remain at C or be inherited by T depending on the type of language.
567
In this way, we incorporate Bianchi and Frascarelli's (2010) claims about topic typology into our classification of 568 languages. At the same time, this allows us to capture the fact that in some languages C-and G-topics exhibit root 569 effects (English), because they compete with operator movement to Spec,CP, while in other languages they do not
570
(Japanese, Spanish), because in these languages these topics move within TP and do not compete with operator 571 movement to Spec,CP.
572
This approach to various types of topicalization indicates that there can be more than one topic feature in a clause, the 573 A-topic feature, which always stays at C (or higher), and C-or G-topic features, which must occur at C in some languages as Japanese because discourse features such as topic, which start out in C, may be inherited by T and this T triggers 585 movement of topic to Spec,TP. To motivate this analysis, let us look at two well-known properties of scrambling in Japanese.
586
Evidence that scrambling may be A-movement, hence movement within TP, is found in its ability to overcome Weak
587
Crossover violations (Hoji, 1985 , Saito, 1992 This supports our view that scrambling may take place within the TP region (Saito, 1985) . For further support that 601 scrambling may be A-movement in Japanese, see Saito (1992) as given and accessible, qualifying them as candidates for reference by a G-topic.
629
In Japanese, a topic can be overtly marked with -wa or not. The former has two types, the A-topic and the C-topic. The 630 topic without -wa is a G-topic preposed by scrambling. One of the differences between A-topics, on the one hand, and
631
C-topics and G-topics, on the other, is that A-topics must occur in root contexts, which we assume to be the CP system in 632 Japanese, while C-topics and G-topics are analyzed as movement within the TP region (Saito, 1985; Hoji, 1985; 633 Miyagawa, 2001, 2010). Following Miyagawa, we will assume that this type of movement is to Spec,TP (see Kuroda, 1988 634 for the earliest proposal of this sort).
22
The precise position occupied by A-Topics is discussed in Bianchi and Frascarelli (2010) , who claim that due to the fact 635 that A-Topics are independent speech acts, they are generated via Merge in a Speech Act Phrase (SaP) above CP (see 636 Haegeman and Hill, 2010; Miyagawa, 2012 for recent proposals for speech act projections). In our system, we suggest that
637
A-Topics undergo movement to Spec,CP, a position independently targeted by the event operator in asserted contexts.
638
Hence, the event operator will compete with A-Topics for the same syntactic position, which is the key to our analysis:
The derivation in (58) will explain why A-Topics are RTs in Japanese in that the topic and the event operator vie for Spec,
642
CP. -27 Please cite this article in press as: Jiménez-Fernández, Á.L., Miyagawa, S., A feature-inheritance approach to root phenomena and parametric variation. Lingua (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.lingua.2014.04.008 22 In many languages, scrambling to an A-position is compatible with subject movement to Spec,TP. This is the case of Dutch, as Haegeman (1996) has noted. We are assuming that TP may have multiple specifiers, and this may account for multiple movements to the TP area. On the other hand, the lack of intervention in the TP area may be due to the argumental nature of TP (as opposed to CP). This accounts for the free order of moving constituents to the TP area in languages such as Spanish (Jiménez-Fernández, 2011 & Jiménez-Fernández and İş sever, 2012):
(i) a. Ángela entregó la tesis en el Departamento el jueves. Angela submit--PAST.3SG the thesis in the Department the Thursday b. Ángela, la tesis, en el Departamento la entregó el jueves. Angela the thesis in the Department CL submit-PAST.3SG the Thursday c. La tesis, en el Departamento, la entregó Ángela el jueves. d. La tesis, Ángela, la entregó en el Departamento el jueves. 'Angela submitted her thesis to the Department on Thursday.'
Any arrangement of the different categories targeting different specifiers of TP yields a grammatical outcome in Spanish, which suggests that TP is not subject to any possible intervention. Reordering of topics in TP is possible if we assume with Richards (2001) that there are no constraints on the order of different A-movements to multiple specifiers within TP. In this respect, topic fronting should be viewed as distinct from other TP-internal movements such as Germanic object shift for which some order preservation has been attested (Broekhuis, 2008; Watanabe, 1992) . Also the topic nature of the freely arranged moving constituents may explain why in West Flemish the order of scrambled elements in TP is rigid, but we leave the issue as a stipulation in need of further refinements.
One question that a movement-to-TP analysis raises is what determines the inheritance of discourse features by T, b. *Avendo (lo) il libro dato a Gianni ieri. . .
674
'Having (it) the book given to Gianni yesterday. . .'
675
If a CLLD-ed object moves to Spec,TP, it should behave as a subject. This is a non-trivial issue that we do not intend to 676 solve here. However, it should be noted that with certain (strong) auxiliaries Aux-to-C movement allows for a topic to follow 677 in Spanish, and the grammatical judgment is exactly the same as with subjects:
(61) 679 a. Pudiendo(lo) el libro terminar esta noche. . . The examples in (61) show that a CLLD-ed object or a subject may occur after the moved auxiliary (subject to dialectal 684 variation), which again supports our view that CLLD involves movement to a low position. We take this position to be Spec,TP. One further point that needs to be clarified is how Spanish CLLD fares in raising/control situations; for Italian Rizzi (1997)
685
shows that while CLLD is possible with control patterns, it is incompatible with raising contexts. He shows that the same 686 effect, though weaker, arises in French. In Italian, moreover, CLLD precedes di which is located low in the CP (Rizzi's Fin): -27 Please cite this article in press as: Jiménez-Fernández, Á.L., Miyagawa, S., A feature-inheritance approach to root phenomena and parametric variation. 26 Independent evidence for the distinct feature composition of control C in Spanish and, for instance, Italian is that Spanish a null control C may be selected by verbs like creer 'believe', whereas in Italian they are incompatible unless the overt control C di mediates (Italian data provided by Mara Frascarelli and Javier Martos):
María cree ser muy inteligente. Maria believe-PRES.3SG to.be very intelligent (ii) *Maria crede essere intelligente. (iii) Maria crede di essere intelligente.
'Mary believes herself to be very intelligent.'
The distinction in terms of overt/covert control C points to the fact that their feature composition is different.
for an analysis of topics in infinitive clauses in Spanish and Catalan. Now we turn to arguments in support of identifying
739
Spanish CLLD as an instance of A-movement (Mahajan, 1990 Topic fronting in Spanish displays the same binding effects, as illustrated in (70). As a reviewer points to us, Spanish seems to display a paradoxical behavior with respect to reconstruction in that topic fronting exhibits both reconstruction and anti-reconstruction (A'-and A-properties, respectively). In Jiménez-Fernández and İş sever (2012) we connect this optionality to the interaction of reconstruction and information focus to conclude that reconstruction from an A-position is allowed only if the binder is defocused. In (70b) su enfermera 'his nurse' is focused and hence the object does not reconstruct. Please cite this article in press as: Jiménez-Fernández, Á.L., Miyagawa, S., A feature-inheritance approach to root phenomena and parametric variation. Lingua (2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.lingua.2014.04.008 29 As stated earlier, Spanish allows multiple CLLD. This means that the we must allow for multiple adjunction to TP. If this is so, the question arises as to why there cannot be a similar multiple adjunction to CP to circumvent the intervention effect when both operator movement and RT occur. Clearly that is not the case. One possible answer is that in TP topicalization, the same topic feature attracts multiple topics, but the situation at CP is different. Operator movement and RT are attracted by different features, hence they cannot occur as multiple specifiers of the same head. See Richards (2001) for discussion relevant to this regarding 'tucking-in' movements.
In connection with multiple topics, it seems that the co-occurrence of different types of topics is ruled by Bianchi and Frascarelli's (2010) Topic Hierarchy: Shifting topic [+aboutness] > Contrastive topic > Familiar topic. This predicts that all types of topic can appear in a single sentence. To account for this, the topic features in C can be of three kinds: an A-feature (attracting A-Topics), C-features (attracting C-Topics) and G-features (attracting G-Topics). In Japanese and Spanish A-features are retained in C, whereas C-and G-features are lowered onto T. 30 As stated earlier, Spanish is both agreement-based and discourse-configurational, which raises the question as to what the status of EPP on T is. Miyagawa (2010) notes that agreement feature and discourse feature both trigger movement. From that perspective, in Spanish, which has both types of features on T, T has multiple EPP features, each for agreement and topic, respectively. However, agreement features can only work with a single EPP so that agreement-driven movement is limited to one subject, as opposed to what we find in Japanese, where we find multiple subject constructions. These two types of predicates introduce a non-asserted event, so they presuppose the truth of the embedded proposition
847
(Class D) (Kiparsky and Kiparsky, 1970) or express the speaker's belief that the proposition is true (Class C). Yet a G-
848
Topic can occur regardless of the presence of the event operator in Spec,CP.
31
849
Similar to Japanese, we have claimed that Spanish C-and G-Topics move to Spec,TP. If this is on the right side, our 850 feature-inheritance system predicts that they will never compete for the syntactic position targeted by event operators, and 851 hence fronting familiar topics is available in both factive and non-factive clauses and both asserted and non-asserted propositions.
853
As for the syntactic position occupied by A-Topics in Spanish, we believe that they sit in Spec,CP (on a par with 31 Note that the subjunctive mood is used in these examples, but as opposed to what has been traditionally asserted in the relevant literature on Spanish, the subjunctive can convey factivity. For instance, (78) presupposes (i) and cannot be contradicted by (ii):
(i) El artículo no lo han publicado en Syntax. the article not CL have--PRES.3PL published in Syntax 'The article hasn't been published in Syntax. ' (ii) Y al final el artículo lo han publicado en Syntax. and at.the end the article CL have--PRES.3PL published in Syntax 'And at the end has been published in Syntax.'
The conclusion to be drawn is that the subjunctive should be dissociated from non-factivity since factivity is also attested to be expressed by the subjunctive (RAE-ASALE, 2009, 2011: 1868 and ff.). See also the semantic approach to subjunctive mood in Giorgi and Pianesi (1997) , who account for the availability of subjunctive in factive and irrealis contexts. gobierno.
(RP) 34 In the two examples in (86), the preposed topic is specifically either a G-Topic or a C-Topic. Both types have been claimed to undergo movement to Spec,TP in Spanish after d-feature inheritance from C by T. See Arregi (2003) for arguments in support of analyzing Spanish CLLD as contrastive topicalization. The possible contrastive nature of CLLD in (66) can be illustrated in a context where there is a set of salient alternatives. In a context where different sections of Julia's thesis (introduction, chapters, conclusions, references, etc.) are being discussed, we can establish a contrast between those different sections as the possible reason for her not having finished the thesis yet. In this context, both sentences in (86) will be felicitous. From a phonological point of view, the contrastive interpretation is corroborated by an H* tone. Otherwise, the CLLD in (96) is interpreted as a G-Topic. 35 One of the tests that Hegeman (2003) uses to discriminate between central and peripheral adjunct clauses is clefting. She claims that only central adverbial clauses can be the focus of a cleft sentence, therefore peripheral adverbial clauses cannot. She applies this test to conditional clauses. If we apply it to the reason clauses in (86) we have enough elements of judgment to single out the central status on (86a):
(i) Es porque el capítulo final no lo ha terminado todavía por lo que Julia no ha entregado be because the chapter final not CL have-PERF.3SG finished yet for which Julia not have-PERF.3SG submitted la tesis en el departamento hoy the thesis in the department today 'It is because she hasn't finished her final chapter yet that Julia hasn't submitted her thesis to the Department today.' (ii) *Es porque el último capítulo lo tiene su supervisor todavía por lo que Julia no debe (de) haber be because the last chapter CL have-PRES.3SG her supervisor still for which Julia not must-PERF.3SG (of) have entregado la tesis en el departamento. submitted the thesis in the department 'It is because her supervisor still has the last chapter that Julia mustn't have submitted her thesis to the Department.' 
